Characters D6 / Riff Tamson
Name: Riff Tamson
Homeworld: Karkaris
Died: 20 BBY, Mon Cala
Species: Karkarodon
Gender: Male
Height: 2.21 meters
Eye color: Black
Skin color: Blue and white
MOVE - 10 (14 when swimming)
DEXTERITY: 3D
Blaster: 5D+2
Dodge: 5D+2
Melee Combat: 5D+2
Melee Parry: 5D
Throwing Weapons: 6D
Vehicle Blasters: 5D+1
PERCEPTION: 4D
Command: 5D+1
Con: 4D+2
Investigation: 4D+1
Search: 5D
Sneak: 4D+1
KNOWLEDGE: 2D
Intimidation: 5D+1
Languages: 4D+2
Planetary Systems: 4D+1
Streetwise: 3D
Survival: 4D+1
Tactics: 5D+2
Value: 4D+2
STRENGTH: 5D
Brawling: 6D+2
Swimming: 6D
MECHANICAL: 2D
Repulsorlift Operation; Aquatic: 5D+2

TECHNICAL: 2D+2
Demolitions: 5D
Security: 3D+1
Special Abilities:
Aquatic: Karkarodons are naturally amphibious, allowing them to breath underwater or above with
equal skill. They are fast swimmer, gaining a bonus +1D to all swimming rolls.
Sharp Teeth: Karkarodons have a mouth full of razor sharp teeth, and could rip apart their enemies
with their teeth, doing Str+1D damage.
EQUIPMENT
CREDITS - 450
Diving Suit equipped with water monitoring sensors, Explosive Knives (Str+2 Physical / 6D
Explosion)
FORCE SENSITIVE - N
FORCE POINTS 4
DARK SIDE POINTS 5
CHARACTER POINTS 12
Description: Riff Tamson was a Karkarodon male from the planet Karkaris. Tamson served as a
commander and warlord for the Confederacy of Independent Systems during the Clone Wars and was
placed in charge of operations on aquatic planets such as Mon Cala. When Count Dooku tasked Tamson
to disrupt the fragile peace between the Mon Calamari and the Quarren, Tamson conspired with Quarren
chieftain Nossor Ri to bring the Quarren into the war on the side of the Confederacy and the Quarren
Isolation League. While on the Mon Cala, he assassinated the Mon Calamari king, Yos Kolina.
Personality and traits
Tamson had a reputation as being an excellent warrior, and was able to hold his own in combat against
Jedi Master Kit Fisto. He also predicted a Republic attack when his scanners were taken out, despite
there having been no other indication of one. Ri claimed that the Karkarodon's reputation was
exaggerated, but Tamson claimed that such exaggeration was an important tactic in war. He was entirely
loyal to Dooku and berated Ri for not following his orders during the early stages of the battle. Despite
seeing no point in hunting down Lee-Char, Tamson devoted a portion of his forces to finding the prince
after victory due to Dooku's insistence. He also spent time torturing his Jedi prisoners for information on
the Mon Calamari, but admitted he would have tortured them anyway merely for his own enjoyment.
Tamson believed that Lee-Char was a cowardly child and did not see him as a risk; however, when
Dooku ordered the prince's elimination Tamson followed the order and focused his efforts on the Mon
Calamari. He was surprised when he managed to capture two Jedi, two senators and Binks more easily

than the prince himself, and suspected their capture must be part of some plan. He was impressed by
Skywalker and Fisto's tolerance of pain when he tortured them, and admitted as much to Dooku. He also
came to respect Lee-Char based on the prince's success in avoiding capture, and realizing that Dooku
was right in fearing that he might become a symbol of hope ordered his execution.
Equipment
During the Battle of Mon Cala, Tamson generally used his fists and teeth to attack opponents, but during
the final phase of the battle he killed foes with explosives knives, which in the end also proved to be his
undoing. Tamson also had temperature, pressure, oxygen and salt level monitors on his suit.
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